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The Jost–Lehmann–Dyson representation is derived for massive scalar ﬁeld theories in higher spacetime 
dimensions, D > 4, for the four point scattering amplitude. The representation is very crucial to 
investigate the analyticity properties of the amplitude. The axiomatic approach of Lehmann–Symanzik–
Zimmermann is adopted to show the existence of such a representation. Consequently, a host of 
interesting results will follow from derivation of JLD representation such as proof of analyticity properties 
and asymptotic behavior of the amplitude.
© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.The purpose of this letter is to derive the Jost–Lehmann–Dyson 
(JLD) representation [1,2] for the four point scattering amplitude 
of higher dimensional, D > 4, scalar, neutral, massive ﬁeld theo-
ries. It plays a central role in the investigation of the analyticity 
properties of the amplitude as is elaborated in sequel. We work in 
the Lehmann–Symanzik–Zimmermann (LSZ) [3] formalism of ax-
iomatic ﬁeld theory to derive the representation.
There exist rigorous bounds on experimentally measurable pa-
rameter in the context of four dimensional theories. These have 
been derived from the study of the analyticity properties of scat-
tering amplitudes. The most important attribute of these rigorous 
results is that their derivations are based on the results proved 
in the axiomatic ﬁeld theoretic formalisms without resorting to 
any speciﬁc model. Moreover, there are no observed experimen-
tal violation of exacts results on total cross sections, width of 
the diffraction peak in elastic scattering to mention a few. The 
Froissart–Martin [4,5] bound on the total cross section, σt , is the 
most celebrated of all
σt ≤ 4π
t0
ln(
s
s0
)2 (1)
where t0 = 4m2π for most of the hadronic processes; s is the center 
of mass (c.m.) energy squared and s0 is a scale introduced to make 
the argument of the logarithm dimensionless. The crucial ingredi-
ents leading to the derivation of the bound (1) are the unitarity 
of S-matrix, crossing symmetry and analyticity of the amplitude 
in s and t , the momentum transfer squared. The afore mentioned 
results follow from the axiomatic ﬁeld theoretic formalism [6–14]. 
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0370-2693/© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CCThe analyticity of scattering amplitude in s and t facilitates writing 
of the ﬁxed t dispersion relation in s; t lying within the Lehmann 
ellipse [15]. The partial wave expansion of the scattering amplitude 
converges inside this ellipse.
The role of the (JLD) representation is very fundamental in this 
context. The proof of the existence of Lehmann ellipse rests on 
the works of JLD. Moreover, the edge-of-the-wedge theorem [16]
is proved by using this construction.
There is growing consensus that theories in higher spacetime 
dimensions, D > 4, are important to study fundamental interac-
tions and geometric attributes of spacetime. There is increasing 
interest to investigate properties of the scattering amplitude afresh 
from various perspectives [18,19] in D > 4 theories. The super-
symmetric theories and supergravity theories have opened up the 
possibilities to explore such theoretical constructions. Superstring 
theories hold the promise of unifying the fundamental forces of 
Nature. Moreover, the ﬁve perturbatively consistent string theories 
live in D = 10. Of course, the standard model is deﬁned in D = 4
and its predictions have been experimentally tested with great ac-
curacy. Thus the extra spatial dimensions of the D-dimensional 
theories must be compactiﬁed. In the context of string theories, 
most of the phenomenological analyses argue that the energy scale 
of compactiﬁcation is very high and therefore, the present acces-
sible accelerators cannot reveal the existence of the compact extra 
dimensions. However, in recent years elaborate models have been 
constructed where the compactiﬁcation scale is quite low i.e. the 
presence of extra dimensions can be explored in LHC energy range. 
There have been considerable phenomenological activities to ex-
amine and propose the signatures for the spectra of new particles 
[20,21]. Moreover, the present data does not rule out existence of 
low compactiﬁcation scales. BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
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scattering of neutral massive scalers in a D-dimensional ﬂat 
Minkowski space is envisaged. We are aware that scattering 
of physical scattering experiments is (mostly) carried out with 
hadrons in accelerators like LHC. In turn the hadrons are composite 
objects with quarks and gluons as constituents. The phenomeno-
logical analyses of the data are carried out taking into account 
that the targets and projectiles contain constituents alluded to 
above. It is pertinent to record that the rigorous total cross sec-
tions, σt , the celebrated Froissart–Martin bound (1) are derived 
in the framework of axiomatic ﬁeld theories of four dimensional 
ﬂat spacetime. The most general analyticity properties were de-
rived for scattering of scalar ﬁelds in the axiomatic formulations. 
There are several other rigorous bounds on experimentally ob-
servable parameters in high energy collisions, also derived within 
the axiomatic frameworks. Although these bounds have been de-
rived within the frameworks of axiomatic approach, they are tested 
against the experimental data. It is argued and generally accepted 
that violation of such rigorous constraints might lead to reexam-
inations of the validity of some of the basic axioms. In view of 
these remarks, this investigation is undertaken for an ideal ax-
iomatic theory. Although we mention compactiﬁcation of higher 
dimensional theory en passant; however, the issues pertaining to 
compactiﬁcations, even for a scalar ﬁeld theory deﬁned in D-
dimensional ﬂat spacetime, is not investigated at any length here.
We mention in passing that the issues concerned with ultra 
high energy scatterings have been of considerable interests over a 
period of two decades. We refer the reader to the review lectures 
of Giddings [22] where role of gravitational interaction is dealt 
with. It is to be mentioned that the conceptual frame works of 
axiomatic ﬁeld theory such as locality and microcausality are to be 
critically address for such theories as have been alluded to in [22]. 
Our goal here is not to address those issues. We consider scattering 
process in energy domains lying much below the Planckian energy 
regime.
The bound on total cross section have been derived for D > 4
theories with certain reasonable assumptions [23,24]; however 
these assumptions were not proved from the ﬁeld theoretic basis. 
Our endeavors are the ﬁrst step in a direction to derive impor-
tant results for the amplitudes which will lead to rigorous study 
of the analyticity of four point amplitude in D-dimensional theo-
ries in the LSZ formalism. The axioms of LSZ [8] generalized to a 
D-dimensional ﬁeld theory are:
(A1). The states of the system are represented by vectors in 
the Hilbert space, H. All the physical observables are self-adjoint 
operators in H. (A2). The theory is invariant under inhomoge-
neous Lorentz transformations. (A3). There exist the energy, mo-
mentum operators, Pμ , which commute and there are complete 
set of states Pμ|p, α > = pμ|p, α > which belong to H. Exis-
tence of a unique invariant vacuum state i.e. U (a, )|0 > = |0 >, 
where U (a, ) are the representations of the Lorentz group. Conse-
quently, Pμ|0 > = 0, and Mμν |0 > = 0; Mμν being generators of 
the Lorentz transformation. Moreover, if F(x) is a Heisenberg op-
erator, [Pμ, F(x)] = i∂μF(x) when the operator does not depend 
on xμ, μ = 0, 1..D − 1 explicitly. (A4). Microcausality: a (bosonic) 
local operator at the space time point xμ commutes with another 
(bosonic) local operator at x′ μ when their separation is spacelike 
i.e. if (x − x′)2 < 0; note x.y = x0 y0 − x1 y1 − ...xD−1 yD−1 in our 
convention.
In order to study analyticity properties of the scattering ampli-
tude we are to deal with the retarded, advanced and the causal 
functions which are vacuum expectation values of product of lo-
cal operators to be deﬁned in sequel. The expression for the 2 → 2
scattering amplitude for D-dimensional scalar theory assume the 
following form in the LSZ formalism with suitable generalization< −pd − pc out|pa pb in > − < −pd − pc in|pa pb in >
= − i
(2π)D−1
∫
dxDdyDe−ipc .x−ipb .y(x −m2c )(y −m2b)
× < −pd|Rφc(x)φ†b(y)|pa >
= − i
(2π)D−1
∫
dDxdD ye−ipc .x−ipd.y(x −m2c )(y −m2d)
× < 0|Rφc(x)φd(y)|pa pb in > (2)
Our conventions are as follows: the incoming initial and outgoing 
ﬁnal two particle states are |pa pb in > and < −pd − pc out|. 
The incoming D-momenta are pa and pb whereas the outgoing 
momenta are −pc and −pd so that energy momentum conserva-
tion rule is pa + pb + pc + pd = 0. Correspondingly, the Mandel-
stam variables are: s = (pa + pb)2, t = (pa + pd)2, u = (pa + pc)2
and s + t + u = m2a + m2b + m2c + m2d = 4m2. Although we deal 
with identical particles of mass m we continue to label the par-
ticles in order to keep tag of each one. We deﬁne the R-product 
[10,12] as R φ(x)φ1(x1)...φn(xn) = (−1)n∑P θ(x0 − x10)θ(x10 −
x20)...θ(xn−10 − xn0)[[...[φ(x), φi1(xi1 )], φi2(xi2 )]..], φin (xin )] and P
stands for all permutations (i1, ...in) of (1, 2, ...n). Note that in the 
ﬁrst expression of (2) we have reduced ﬁelds b and c whereas 
in the latter one c and d have been reduced. The expressions in-
volve interacting ﬁelds and their equations of motion is related to 
a source current: (x − m2l )φl(x) = jl(x), l = a, b, c, d. The ampli-
tude is expressed as
F (pa, ...pd) = −
∫
dDzeiP .z < −pd|R jc( z2 ) j
†
b(−
z
2
)|pa > (3)
where P = (pb−pc)2 . Here b and c are reduced and a similar expres-
sion will appear when c and d are reduced. The generic expression 
for the retarded function
FR(q) =
∫
dDzeiq.zθ(z0) < Q f |[ jl( z2 ), jm(−
z
2
)]|Q i > (4)
with two states |Q f > and |Q i > carrying D-dimensional ﬁxed 
momenta Q f and Q i respectively is of importance. We also de-
ﬁne the advanced and causal functions F A and FC respectively as 
[9,10]
F A = −
∫
dD zeiq.zθ(−z0) < Q f |[ jl( z2 ), jm(−
z
2
)]|Q i > (5)
and
FC (q) =
∫
dDzeiq.z < Q f |[ jl( z2 ), jm(−
z
2
)]|Q i > (6)
The functions deﬁned above (4)–(6) play a crucial role in the study 
of analyticity properties of the amplitude. Moreover, these are 
taken to be tempered distributions and consequently, their Fourier 
transforms are polynomially bounded in appropriate Lorentz in-
variant momentum variables. Notice that FC (q) = FR(q) − F A(q)
and (6) is a commutator of currents and therefore, F˜C (z) = 0 for 
z2 < 0 due to micro causality. Moreover, in arriving at the expres-
sions on the r.h.s of (4)–(6), we used the relation (x −m2c )(y −
m2d)(Rφc(x)φd(y)) = R( jc(x) jd(y). It begs a qualifying remark: in 
this operation, a ﬁnite number of derivatives of δ-function will 
appear in general since we deal with a local quantum ﬁeld the-
ory [25]. Therefore, FC (q), FR(q) and F A(q) are deﬁned up to a 
ﬁnite polynomial in q. The kinematical region where FC (q) = 0 i.e.
FR(q) = F A(q), is the coincidence region. It is proved that FR(q)
and F A(q) are analytic continuations of each other from the edge-
of-the-wedge theorem [16]. We have argued elsewhere [17] that 
this theorem is valid for the four point amplitude of D-dimensional 
theories.
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resentation for FC (q) and FR(q) in the LSZ formalism for equal 
mass particles. Dyson [2] introduced an elegant and indigenous 
mathematical formalism to obtain a necessary and suﬃcient con-
dition for the representation for the unequal mass case in four 
dimensional theories in a general setting. He considered a six di-
mensional wave equation in the momentum space. He introduced 
two extra spatial coordinates and correspondingly an extra pair of 
momenta. As is well known, the solution to such an equation is 
uniquely determined once the initial value of the function and its 
normal derivative on a spacelike surface are speciﬁed. Thus the 
representation for the causal function is expressed as boundary 
value of the solution to the six dimensional wave equation with 
speciﬁc boundary conditions.
We generalize Dyson’s theorem for massive neutral scalar ﬁeld 
theories in D-dimensions. The crucial ingredient is to envisage a 
D + 2 dimensional space and correspondingly introduce the same 
number of momentum variables. The coordinates are : z˜ = {z˜0 =
x0, ˜z1 = x1...z˜D−1 = xD−1, ˜zD = y1, ˜zD+1 = y2} and the momenta 
are: r˜ = {r˜0 = q0, ˜r1 = q1, ...r˜D−1 = qD−1, ˜rD = p1, ˜rD+1 = p2}. It 
is a ﬂat space with Lorentzian signature metric (+, −, −...−) and 
z˜2 = x˜2 − y2 = x20 − x21 − ... − x2D−1 − y21 − y22. Recall F˜C (x) is the 
Fourier transform of FC (q) and F˜C (x) is the Fourier transform of 
F˜C (q) and thus
F˜C (z˜) = 4π F˜C (x)δ(x2 − y2) = 4π F˜C (x)δ(z˜2) (7)
Therefore, F˜C (z˜) is deﬁned on the light cone of the z˜-space.
+∞∫
−∞
+∞∫
−∞
dy1dy2 F˜C (z˜) = 4π2 F˜C (x) , for x2 ≥ 0
= 0, for x2 < 0 (8)
Thus, by construction, F˜ (z˜) and F˜C (x) are ( F˜C (x) = 0, for x2 < 0) 
equivalent since latter is recovered from the former after integrat-
ing over 
∫
d2 y (8). Let us choose a special (D + 2)-dimensional 
vector; qˆ = (q0, q1, ...qD−1, 0, 0). The Fourier transform of F˜C (z˜) is 
given by
F¯C (r˜) = 1
(2π)D+2
∫
eir˜.z˜ F˜ C (z˜)d
D+2 z˜ (9)
If we insert (7) into (9), we get
F¯C (r˜) = 4π
(2π)D+2
∫
dD+2 z˜dDqeiqˆ.z˜ F¯ C (q)
=
∫
D(1)(r˜ − qˆ) F¯C (q)dDq (10)
where
D(1)(r˜) = 2
(2π)D+1
∫
e−ir˜.z˜δ(z˜2)dD+2 z˜
= 2
(2π)D+1
P
1
(r˜)D/2
(11)
P stands for the principal value. From now on we drop factors like 
1
(2π)D+2 ,
1
(2π)D+1 etc. coming from Fourier transforms and inverse 
transforms. We now derive an expression for F˜C (r˜) to display the 
singularity structure in q and their locations. Insert expression for 
D(1)(r˜), (11) into (10):
F¯C (r˜) =
∫
dDq
FC (q)(
(r˜ − qˆ)2
)D/2 =
∫
dDq
FC (q)
[(u − q)2 − s¯]D/2 (12)with s¯ = p21+ p22. The important point to note is F˜C (z˜) = FC (x)δ(z˜2)
whose support is on the light cone of the enlarged spacetime. Fur-
thermore, the Fourier transformed F˜C (r˜), is rotationally invariant 
in p1-p2 plane due its dependence on s¯. A crucial observation is 
that D(1)(r˜) satisﬁes (D + 2)-dimensional wave equation r˜-space
D+2D(1)(r˜) = 0, where D+2 = ∂2
∂ r˜20
−
D+1∑
k=1
∂2
∂ r˜2k
(13)
Furthermore, F˜C (r˜) also satisﬁes the same wave equation:D+2 F¯C (r˜) = 0. We may argue if F˜C (x) vanishes for x2 < 0 then 
FC (q) is the boundary value of F˜C (q) on s¯ = 0; therefore, F˜C (qˆ) =
FC (q), qˆ = (q0, q1, ..qD−1, 0, 0). Moreover,
F¯C (qˆ) =
∫
dD+2 z˜eiqˆ.z˜4πδ(x2 − y2) F˜C (x)
=
∫
dDxeiq.x4πθ(x2) F˜C (x) (14)
after integration 
∫
d2 y and setting qˆ.z˜ = q.x. Thus there is a class 
of solutions of FC (q), the class denoted by C , whose Fourier trans-
form F˜C (x) = 0 for x2 < 0. The D-dimensional version of Dyson’s 
necessary condition is F˜C (x) = 0 for x2 < 0 and F˜C (q) should be 
the boundary value on the plane s¯ = 0 of a solution F˜C (q, ¯s) satis-
fying the momentum-space wave equation. Note that this class of 
solutions is ordained to be rotationally symmetric in the p1-p2
plane and s¯ = 0 deﬁnes a timelike surface. More importantly, 
the boundary value of the solution to hyperbolic wave equation D+2 F¯C (r˜) = 0 is not arbitrary on this surface. In a more general 
setting one envisages a function satisfying above wave equation 
with rotational symmetry on p1-p2 plane. The Fourier transformed 
z˜-space function is
F˜ (z˜) =
∫
dD+2r˜e−ir˜.z˜ F¯ (r˜) (15)
F˜ (z˜) is endowed with the following attribute: D+2 F¯ (r˜) = 0. Thus 
F˜ (z˜) = δ(z˜2)G(z˜) and the support of F˜ (z˜) lies on the light cone of 
z˜-spacetime. Consequently,
F˜ (z˜) =
∫
dD+2r˜e−ir˜.z˜ F¯ (u, |p|)
=
∫
dDue−iu.x
∞∫
0
pdp
2π∫
0
ep|y|cosθ F¯ (u, |p|) (16)
in the polar decomposition of (p1, p2) with s¯ = p21+ p22. Therefore,
F˜ (z˜) = 2π
∫
dDue−iu.x
∞∫
0
ds¯ J0(
√
s¯|y|) F¯ (u, s¯) (17)
The Bessel function J0(
√
s¯ y) =∑∞0 (s¯|y|)n! ; its rotational invariance 
in the y-plane is displayed from the y2 dependence. We argue that 
F˜ (z˜) = δ(z˜2)G(x, y2) = δ(x2 − y2)G(x, y2) is an admissible struc-
ture and write
F˜ (z˜) = δ(x2 − y2) f˜ (x) (18)
Thus f˜ (x) needs not vanish for x2 < 0 from the construction so 
far. Therefore, f˜ (x) = 0 for x2 < 0 is to be imposed from outside 
as an extra constraint to relate it to the causal function. Under this 
constraint we could identify F˜ (z˜) = F˜C (z˜). The generalized Dyson’s 
condition is: the necessary and suﬃcient condition for a function 
to vanish outside the light cone of the D-dimensional spacetime, 
i.e. x2 < 0, is that FC (q) be boundary value on the surface s¯ = 0 of 
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site symmetries. Note that a solution to this differential equation 
can be obtained in terms of its value and its normal derivative on 
an arbitrary spacelike surface. Now introduce a singular function, 
D¯(r˜), satisfying the same wave equation: D+2 D¯(r˜) = 0. The initial 
conditions are
D¯(r˜0 = 0, r˜1, ..., r˜D+1) = 0, and ∂ D¯(r˜)
∂ r˜0
∣∣∣∣
r˜0=0
= D+1i=1 δ(r˜i) (19)
We can write (19) explicitly as
D¯(r˜) =
∫
dD+2 z˜e−ir˜.z˜(z˜)δ(z˜2) (20)
Now choose a spacelike surface, , and prescribe initial data on it. 
If F¯ (r˜) is solution to the wave equation it assume the value F¯ (r˜′)
and 
(
∂ F¯ (r˜′)
∂ r˜′α
)
nα(r˜′) on ; nα being the normal to the surface. The 
solution to F˜ (r˜) is
F¯ (r˜) =
∫

dα
[
F¯ (r˜′), ∂
∂ r˜′α
D¯(r˜′ − r˜)
]
(21)
with the deﬁnition[
F¯ (r˜′), ∂
∂ r˜′α
D¯(r˜′ − r˜)
]
= F¯ (r˜′) ∂
∂ r˜′α
D¯(r˜′) − ∂ F¯ (r˜
′)
∂ r˜′α
D¯(r˜′) (22)
dα is the surface element which is a (D + 2)-dimensional vector 
normal to . The purpose is to derive a representation for FC (q); 
and we set F¯C (qˆ) = FC (q). The resulting integral equation is
FC (q) =
∫

d′
[
F¯ (r˜′), ∂
∂ r˜′α
D¯(r˜′ − qˆ)
]
=
∫

d′α
[
F¯ (r˜′), ∂
∂ r˜′α
{
(u0 − q0)δ′
(
(u − q)2 − s¯
)}]
(23)
and
F¯ (r˜) =
∫
D¯(1)(r˜, qˆ) F¯C (qˆ)d
Dq (24)
This representation is unique as has been argued by Dyson [2]. 
Notice that (23) deﬁnes FC (q) with a given surface  with any 
function F˜ (r˜) = F˜C (u, ¯s) so that the dependence is on the invariant 
s¯ = p21 + p22. We argue that there is one-to-one correspondence 
between the class of functions, FC (q) (designated by the class C) 
and the solutions, F˜ (r˜), to the r˜-space wave equation with desired 
rotational symmetry in p1–p2 plane and F˜ (r˜) is expressed in terms 
of FC (q). Our goal is to choose a suitable FC (q, ¯s) and a  to obtain 
FC (q) with appropriate support in momentum space. Eventually, 
it is desirable to identify the coincidence region, FC (q) = 0. Let 
us deﬁne a region, R, in the q-space, bounded by two spacelike 
surfaces, σ1 and σ2
R : s¯1(q) < q0 < s¯2(q) (25)
FC (q) = 0 inside this domain. The two surfaces are chosen as
|s¯1(q) − s¯1(q′)| < |q− q′|, |s¯2(q) − s¯2(q′)| < |q− q′| (26)
q is the (D − 1) component vector along spatial directions of the 
D-vector q and the same deﬁnition holds for q′ . The two spacelike 
surfaces are q0 = s1(q) and q0 = s2(q). Let CR be the class of func-
tions such that F˜C (x) = 0 for x2 < 0 and FC (q) = 0 for any q ∈ R. 
The hyperboloid (q −u)2 − s¯ = 0 is q-space admissible. This is valid 
as long as the upper sheet does not come below σ2 and the lower sheet is above σ1. For the enlarged space the hyperboloid in ques-
tion corresponds to points r˜ = (u0, u1, ...uD−1, p1, p2), s¯ = p21 + p22
lying in a certain region S of r˜-space. The intent is to derive a 
representation for FC (q). For every r˜ ∈ S and but q ∈ R, D¯(r˜ − qˆ)
vanishes. A perspective representation for FC (q) ∈ CR is
FC (q) =
∫

dα
[
F¯ (r˜),
∂
∂ r˜α
[(u0 − q0)δ′
(
(u − q)2 − s¯
)
]
]
(27)
the points of r˜ are constrained to be in S. Note that every point 
of r˜ and  in S are required to belong to CR from the conditions 
stated above. The important point is that FC (q) has a representa-
tion using the admissible hyperboloid. Thus the intended FC (q) to 
be constructed must depend on variables belonging to the above 
domain: (q − u)2 − s¯ = 0. The second constraint is – this must not 
cross the surface deﬁned by q0 = s¯1(q) and q0 = s¯2(q) (see (26)). 
Let us focus attention on the upper sheet of the hyperboloid cor-
responding to the branch
q0 = u0 +
√
(q− u)2 + s¯ (28)
This will cross σ2 if
u0 +
√
(q− u)2 + s¯ ≥ s¯2(q) (29)
for q held ﬁxed. The above constraint and a corresponding one 
for the lower sheet are respectively rephrased as following two 
equations
u0 ≥ Maxq {s¯2(q) −
√
(q− u)2 + s¯} =m(u, s¯) (30)
u0 ≤ Minq {s¯1(q) +
√
(q− u)2 + s¯} = M(u, s¯) (31)
In this generalized version of Dyson’s formalism [2], the results 
are valid for the case of scattering of unequal mass particles unlike 
the approach of Jost and Lehmann [1] which is only applicable for 
equal mass scatterings. Moreover, as evident, Dyson formulation is 
quite general and mathematically elegant. We identify region S in 
the r˜-space for the case at hand to be
m(u, s¯) ≤ u0 ≤ M(u, s¯) (32)
which is bounded by two surfaces 1 and 2 in the r˜-space. De-
ﬁne T: complement of S i.e. it contains the set of points in the 
r˜-space such that
M(u, s¯) ≤ u0 ≤m(u, s¯) (33)
The purpose is to derive a representation for FC (q) by imposing 
desired constraints on F˜ (r˜) so that the Fourier transform of FC (q)
belongs to the class CR . In order to fulﬁll this demand F˜ (r˜) must 
vanish for every r˜ ∈ T. We choose a spacelike surface, , lying be-
tween the two spacelike surfaces, 1 and 2 and identify it to 
be
u0 = 1
2
[m(u, s¯) + M(u, s¯)] (34)
Notice that u0 is constrained to lie in the domain deﬁned by (30)
and (31) and is chosen to be (34). Therefore, every point of the 
chosen spacelike surface,  is either in S or lies in the comple-
ment T. We stipulated that F˜ (r˜) vanish for every r˜ ∈ T. A function 
FC (q) belongs to CR (its Fourier transform is meant to be in CR ) if 
and only if it admits a unique representation
FC (q) =
∫
dα
[
F¯ (r˜),
∂
∂ r˜α
D(r˜ − qˆ)
]
(35)
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 ∈ S. Thus the integral extends over only those points of 
r˜ of  which belong to S. Recall that the set of points in domain 
S are determined by (30) and (31) and S : m(u, ¯s) ≤ q0 ≤ M(u, ¯s). 
Thus the generalized Dyson’s theorem for D-dimensional theory is
Theorem. For a function FC (q) to vanish in the region s¯1(q) < q0 <
s¯2(q) and to have a Fourier transform, f˜ (x) such that f˜ (x) = 0 for 
x2 < 0, it is necessary and suﬃcient to have a representation
FC (q) =
∫
dDu
∞∫
0
(q0 − u0)δ[(q− u)2 − s¯](u, s¯) (36)
(u, ¯s) vanishes outside the regions (u0 ≥ Maxq {s¯2(q) −√
(q− u)2 + s¯} and u0 ≤ Minq {s¯1(q) +
√
(q− u)2 + s¯} as already 
noted earlier). The region S : m(u, ¯s) ≤ u0 ≤ M(u, ¯s). (u, ¯s) is ar-
bitrary otherwise. Note that (u, ¯s), appearing in (36), depends on q’s 
determined by (u − q)2 = s¯ which lie entirely in R. It reproduces the 
function, FC (q) on the left hand side of (36) with the requisite support 
properties in q-space and the support properties of F˜C(x) are satisﬁed. 
Thus we can write
F˜C (x) =
∞∫
0
ds¯(x; s¯)(x, s¯) (37)
where (x, ¯s) is the Fourier transform of (u, ¯s) with respect to u and is 
the well known invariant function (now deﬁned in D-dimensions) with
mass 
√
s¯. Thus the causality properties of F˜C (x), as desired by us, is sat-
isﬁed.
The spectral representation derived in this investigation has im-
portant consequences in the study of the analyticity properties of 
amplitudes in higher dimensional ﬁeld theories. Several comments 
are in order in this context.
(i) The analyticity of scattering amplitude in s and t variables 
can be analyzed. Now the analog of the Lehmann ellipse can be 
derived in the sense that existence of the domain of analyticity 
in complex t-plane can proved. We have argued that the ampli-
tude will be polynomially bounded in s invoking the arguments of 
Symanzik [25]. Thus a ﬁxed t dispersion relation can be written 
down since the theory is crossing symmetric.
(ii) The next step is to show the analyticity in the product do-
main of Ds ⊗ Dt . This is achieved through the generalization of 
Martin’s theorem [26]. A consequence of this theorem is that the 
semimajor axis of Large Lehmann Ellipse (LLE) can be determined 
from ﬁrst principles.
(iii) The importance of the above results (i) and (ii) is realized 
in that the analog of Froissart–Martin bound for total cross section 
in a D-dimensional theory can be proved. The number of subtrac-
tions, N, needed to write dispersion relation will be determined. 
Indeed the analog of the Jin–Martin [27] theorem is proved lead-
ing to the conclusion that N = 2.
(iv) Therefore, the ad hoc assumptions of [23,24] that the am-
plitude is polynomially bounded in s and that it converges inside 
an analog Lehmann ellipse now can be proved in the frame work 
of LSZ formalism.
(v) The present investigation is the ﬁrst step to address is-
sues related to the study of the analyticity properties of scattering 
amplitude in higher dimensional scalar massive neutral ﬁeld the-
ories in ﬂat spacetime. We would like to remind the reader that 
the derivation of Froissart–Martin bound (1) in 4-dimensional ﬁeld 
theories is also derived for the ideal scenario as envisaged in this 
work. As long as we consider D-dimensional ﬂat Minkowski space 
with the scalar ﬁelds, as is the case here, theory fulﬁlls the re-
quirements of the axioms stated earlier. Thus the concepts such Lorentz invariance, uniqueness of vacuum and microcausality are 
deﬁned. As alluded to earlier, the high energy scattering experi-
ments involve hadrons which are composite and we would like 
to resort the arguments advanced in derivation of rigorous results 
in 4-dimensional theories in the axiomatic formulations of scalar, 
massive ﬁeld theories. We would like to reiterate here that ours is 
the ﬁrst effort in investigating analyticity properties of scattering 
amplitude in higher dimensional ﬁeld theories under ideal condi-
tions within the axiomatic framework. Of course, string theory is 
formulated in higher spacetime dimensions. It holds the prospect 
of unifying fundamental interactions since certain string theories 
admit graviton and nonabelian gauge bosons in their massless 
spectrum besides other massless states. Therefore, the scatterings 
in the stringy energy regime have to take into account presence of 
these states. There are well deﬁned techniques to compute the am-
plitudes in string theory. It is important to recall that the scattering 
amplitudes derived in string theory are computed in the ﬁrst quan-
tized framework. Thus axiomatic formalism of string ﬁeld theory 
is yet to be formulated which is at par with the axiomatic frame-
works of point particle case. Therefore, the fundamental problems 
which have been addressed in the context of scattering in the 
frameworks of axiomatic point particle ﬁeld theories are not dis-
cussed in the present formulation of string theories as far as scat-
tering of stringy states are concerned.
In summary, we have proved the existence of Jost–Lehmann–
Dyson representation for a massive scalar ﬁeld theory in LSZ for-
malism. Our result paves way to investigate analyticity properties 
of scattering amplitude in D-dimensional ﬁeld theories and their 
asymptotic growth properties. The elaborations of the results al-
luded to above will be published elsewhere [28].
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